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Regulation of DNA replication and directed genomic movement by androgen receptor
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Androgen, through its receptor (AR), plays major role in male character development and also involved in many other 
physiological conditions and human diseases. Previous studies of AR mainly focus on its activity as a transcription factor. 

During our mechanism study of androgen induced TMPRSS2 and ERG gene proximity, we found that this induced gene proximity 
is mediated by the function of AR in controlling DNA replication rather than gene transcription process. We demonstrated that 
in both AR transactivation positive and negative prostate cells, androgen-induced gene proximity, is mainly associated with AR-
dependent DNA replication, which relies on both the pre-replication machinery and DNA polymerase activity. We revealed that 
AR in cooperation with the pre-replication complex, advance DNA replication timing of certain genomic regions which lead to 
gene proximity, potentially through sharing the same replication factory at a similar DNA replication time. The role of AR in 
regulating DNA replication timing may potentially affect chromosome remodelling, cell proliferation and differentiation. This 
discovery should lead to fresh research in how androgen and AR contribute to body develop and physiological functions as well 
as to disease generation. This study may also open a new research area: Cellular function of hormones in association with DNA 
replication and chromosome rearrangements, which are held on many contemporary diseases. 
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